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Abstract
While most research into speech synthesis has focused on syn-
thesizing high-quality speech for in-dataset speakers, an equally
essential yet unsolved problem is synthesizing speech for un-
seen speakers who are out-of-dataset with limited reference
data, i.e., speaker adaptive speech synthesis. Many studies
have proposed zero-shot speaker adaptive text-to-speech and
voice conversion approaches aimed at this task. However, most
current approaches suffer from the degradation of naturalness
and speaker similarity when synthesizing speech for unseen
speakers (i.e., speakers not in the training dataset) due to the
poor generalizability of the model in out-of-distribution data.
To address this problem, we propose GZS-TV, a generalizable
zero-shot speaker adaptive text-to-speech and voice conversion
model. GZS-TV introduces disentangled representation learn-
ing for both speaker embedding extraction and timbre transfor-
mation to improve model generalization and leverages the rep-
resentation learning capability of the variational autoencoder to
enhance the speaker encoder. Our experiments demonstrate that
GZS-TV reduces performance degradation on unseen speakers
and outperforms all baseline models in multiple datasets. The
audio samples, detailed network architecture and pre-trained
model are available at https://gzs-tv.github.io/.
Index Terms: text-to-speech, voice conversion, zero-shot

1. Introduction
With the development of speech synthesis methods, appli-
cations based on speech synthesis have become increasingly
prevalent [1]. Currently, most speech synthesis models learn
to synthesize speech for speakers within the training dataset
by memorizing their unique rhythm (speaking rate) and timbre
(voice characteristics) during training [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. For exam-
ple, VITS [6] can synthesize high-quality speech for in-dataset
speakers by utilizing the uncertainty modeling over latent vari-
ables and adversarial training. However, these approaches can-
not synthesize speech for unseen speakers, hence are unable to
meet the increasing demand for personalized speech synthesis.

Recent research has proposed speaker adaptive speech syn-
thesis to address this problem. These approaches can be divided
into two categories: few-shot speaker adaptation based and
zero-shot speaker adaptation based. Few-shot speaker adapta-
tion approaches [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] typically pre-train a speech
synthesis model on multi-speaker datasets, then fine-tune it with
a few speech samples from the unseen speaker. Although these
approaches can achieve a good quality of synthesized speech,
as demonstrated in [13, 14, 15, 16], the requirements of compu-
tational resources and transcriptions for fine-tuning limit their
application scenarios. In contrast, zero-shot speaker adaptation
based approaches [17, 18, 19, 20, 21] jointly train a speaker

encoder with a speech synthesis model. For instance, the VITS-
based zero-shot approach YourTTS [22], utilizes a speaker en-
coder to extract speaker embeddings from reference speech and
then utilizes these embeddings as input for YourTTS’s speech
synthesis model to generate speech for unseen speakers. Simi-
larly, StyleSpeech [23] uses the same method to achieve zero-
shot adaptation, and Meta-StyleSpeech [23] introduces meta-
learning for StyleSpeech to improve the quality of synthesized
speech. These approaches offer a broad range of application
scenarios. However, the limited capability of speaker embed-
ding and distribution shift between seen and unseen speakers
present challenges for the models’ generalizability, resulting in
performance gaps between seen and unseen speakers and poor
model performance in zero-shot scenarios [24, 11].

To tackle these issues, inspired by recent research on dis-
entangled representation learning and out-of-distribution gener-
alization problems [25, 26, 27], we propose GZS-TV, a gener-
alizable zero-shot speaker adaptation text-to-speech (TTS) and
voice conversion (VC) model. Since speech contains highly en-
tangled phoneme and timbre information, we aim to disentangle
these two types of information to enhance the generalizability of
zero-shot speaker-adaptive speech synthesis. Specifically, GZS-
TV employs disentangled learning for both speaker information
extraction and timbre transformation to avoid phoneme infor-
mation leakage into the speaker embedding and to better align
the timbre of synthesized speech with the ground truth (GT)
speech. Additionally, we leverage the representation learning
capability of the variational autoencoder (VAE) [28] to enhance
the capacity of the speaker encoder and enrich speaker embed-
ding. The TTS and VC experiments conducted on LibriTTS
[29] and VCTK [30] datasets demonstrate that GZS-TV is able
to synthesize speech that is more natural and more similar to
reference speaker’s voice than recent state-of-the-art methods.

2. Methods
The training, TTS, and VC inference procedures of our GZS-
TV model are depicted in Figure 1. The subscripts gt, ref and
src indicate that the corresponding sequences or embeddings
come from the GT, reference, and source speech, respectively.
The GT speech is used only during training and is obtained from
the seen speakers on the training set, providing phoneme-speech
pairs for the model training procedure. The reference speech is
also obtained from the same speakers as the GT speech during
training, but it can come from any speaker (seen or unseen) dur-
ing TTS and VC inference procedures. It provides timbre and
rhythm information to guide speech synthesis, thereby achiev-
ing zero-shot speaker adaptation. The source speech is used
only during VC inference and can be from any speaker, provid-
ing phoneme and rhythm information for the VC procedure.
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(a) Training procedure. (b) TTS inference. (c) VC inference.

Figure 1: Model diagram depicting (a) training procedure, (b) TTS inference procedure and (c) VC inference procedure.

As shown in Figure 1a, GZS-TV comprises three parts:
a speech VAE, a phoneme encoder and a bidirectional cross-
domain transformer. During training, the speech VAE samples
frame-level speech representations zgt and zref from linear-
spectrogram specgt and specref , which contain highly entan-
gled phoneme, timbre and rhythm information. It then recon-
structs waveform audio ŷwave from zgt. The phoneme encoder
encodes and projects the phoneme to a frame-level (same as zgt)
timbre-invariant phoneme representation m. The bidirectional
cross-domain transformer bridges the timbre-dependent do-
main (where zgt belongs) and timbre-invariant domain (where
m belongs) with disentangled representations learning, which
is the main component in our model. Specifically, the speaker
encoder can extract speaker embeddings that represent the
speaker’s timbre and rhythm characteristics from frame-level
speech representations, i.e., extracting speaker embedding sgt
from zgt. The timbre transformer can perform lossless bidirec-
tional transformations. The forward transformation fuses the
speaker embedding with the timbre-invariant phoneme repre-
sentation to synthesize a timbre-dependent speech representa-
tion, e.g., transforming m into T (m, sref ) in Figure 1b. This
transformation is used exclusively by the TTS and VC in-
ference procedures. The reverse transformation disentangles
and removes the timbre information from the timbre-dependent
speech representation based on the speaker embedding and pro-
duces a timbre-invariant phoneme representation, e.g., trans-
forming zgt into T −1(zgt, sref ) in Figure 1a. This transfor-
mation is only used during training and VC inference proce-
dures. Subsequently, two discriminators are designed to im-
prove the model’s generalizability on unseen speakers. Details
of the speaker encoder and phoneme leakage discriminator can
be found in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. The timbre transformer and
timbre residual discriminator are described in Section 2.3. Our
GZS-TV is developed on the VITS baseline, which is similar
to YourTTS. In contrast to YourTTS, we remove the require-
ment for speaker embedding as an input for the speech VAE,
so that we can extract the speaker embedding from the latent
speech representation. Furthermore, design two discriminators
to enhance the model’s generalizability to unseen speakers.

During TTS inference procedure (Figure 1b), GZS-TV be-
gins by extracting the speaker embedding sref from the ref-
erence speech. It then encodes the phoneme sequence pho
to a timbre-invariant frame-level phoneme representation m,
and transforms it into a timbre-dependent speech representation

T (m, sref ). Finally, GZS-TV generates the synthesized speech
waveform ŷ from this speech representation. During VC infer-
ence procedure (Figure 1c), GZS-TV first extracts speaker em-
beddings ssrc and sref from the source and reference speech,
respectively. It then transforms the spectrogram specsrc to
a timbre-invariant phoneme representation m̂ conditioned on
ssrc, and further transforms m̂ into a timbre-dependent speech
representation T (m̂, sref ). Finally, GZS-TV generates the syn-
thesized speech waveform ŷ from this speech representation.

2.1. Extracting Speaker Embedding from Latent Speech
Representation

A critical challenge in zero-shot speaker adaptation is extract-
ing accurate and generalizable speaker embeddings from a short
segment of reference speech. We find that extracting speaker
embeddings from high-level speech representations can address
this challenge and enhance the generalization of the extracted
speaker embeddings, compared to extracting them from raw au-
dio or spectrogram. This improvement can be attributed to two
factors. Firstly, the sampling process is a form of data augmen-
tation that adds noise, which can enhance the model’s general-
izability, as shown in the previous study [25]. Secondly, the
spectrogram encoder’s representation learning capability can
simplify the distribution of speaker embeddings and enable the
speaker encoder to learn richer embeddings, leading to better
generalization for unseen speakers.

In practice, we built the speaker encoder upon ECAPA-
TDNN [31], a popular speaker verification model. To obtain
the speaker embedding, we replaced the classifier layers of
ECAPA-TDNN with feedforward layers. During each train-
ing step of GZS-TV, a speech sample is randomly selected
from the same speaker as the GT speech and used as the ref-
erence speech. The spectrogram encoder then samples speech
representation zref from this reference speech and divides it
into two sub-sequences, z1ref and z2ref , with an overlap of λol

frames, where λol is a hyperparameter for the phoneme leakage
discriminator. Subsequently, the speaker encoder extracts two
speaker embeddings s1ref and s2ref from z1ref and z2ref , respec-
tively. Finally, one of the speaker embeddings is randomly se-
lected as input for downstream modules to provide the speaker’s
timbre and rhythm information. However, both embeddings are
used as input for the phoneme leakage discriminator. More de-
tails are available in Section 2.2.
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2.2. Disentangled Representation Learning for The
Speaker Encoder to Avoid Information Leakage

To ensure that the speaker embedding remains free from any
leaked speaker-irrelevant information, particularly phoneme in-
formation, which could hinder the generalizability of the en-
coder on unseen speakers [26], we propose a phoneme leakage
discriminator. This discriminator can detect leakage phoneme
information and improve the phoneme-speaker information dis-
entanglement ability of the speaker encoder.

During the training phase, the speaker encoder extracts an
additional speaker embedding sgt from the GT speech, in addi-
tion to the s1ref and s2ref embeddings extracted as described in
Section 2.1, as shown in Figure 1a. From these three speaker
embeddings, two contrastive embedding pairs are constructed:
[s1ref , s

2
ref ] and [sgt, s

2
ref ]. The first pair is extracted from over-

lapped speech representations and would include overlapping
phoneme information if there is a phoneme information leakage
issue in the speaker encoder. On the other hand, the second pair
is extracted from different speech representations and would in-
clude rare to no overlapping phoneme information, regardless
of the existence of phoneme information leakage. If a well-
trained discriminator cannot distinguish which pair of speaker
embeddings contains more leaked information, we can assume
that the leakage is negligible and can be ignored.

To this end, we introduce the phoneme leakage discrimina-
tor Dp, which aims to detect phoneme information leakage and
applies an adversarial penalty to the speaker encoder. The ad-
versarial penalty Lse for speaker encoder and the training loss
for phoneme leakage discriminator Lp are defined as follows:

Lp = E
s
1,2
ref

,sgt

(Dp(sgt⊕s2ref )−1)2+(Dp(s
1
ref⊕s2ref ))2 (1)

Lse = λse E
s
1,2
ref

(Dp(s
1
ref ⊕ s2ref )− 1)2 (2)

where λse is a parameter that adjusts the weight of Lse and
Dp refers to a feedforward neural network. By playing this
min-max game between the speaker encoder and the phoneme
leakage discriminator, the speaker encoder is expected to extract
embeddings purely related to the speaker’s information.

2.3. Disentangled Representation Learning for Timbre
Transformer to Align Timbre Characteristic

We further design the timbre transformer and the timbre resid-
ual discriminator to align the timbre characteristics of synthe-
sized and GT speech. The timbre transformer is based on the
normalizing flow [32] in VITS. It comprises multiple affine cou-
pling layers [33] and provides bidirectional lossless transforma-
tions between timbre-dependent and time-invariant sequences
to meet different requirements during the training and inference
procedures. Since the timbre transformer’s transformation is
bidirectional and lossless, we argue that enhancing its ability to
disentangle and remove timbre information in speech represen-
tation during the reverse transformation is equivalent to improv-
ing its ability to align the timbre information of synthesized and
GT speech during the forward transformation. Thus we utilize
the timbre residual discriminator to detect the presence of resid-
ual timbre information in the output of reverse transformation
and add a penalty to the timbre transformer to improve its in-
verse transformation. The timbre residual discriminator mainly
consists of multiple Res2Net layers [34], an attentive statistics
pooling layer [35] and a classification layer.

Specifically, for the output sequence of the timbre trans-
former’s reverse transformation, as denoted by T −1(zgt, sref )
in Figure 1a, and the time-invariant sequence generated from
the phoneme, as denoted by m in Figure 1a, we use the timbre
residual discriminator Dt to determine which of them do not
contain timbre information. Then, we introduce the gradient re-
versal layer (GRL) [36] to invert the gradient. Therefore, if the
timbre transformer can fool a well-trained timbre residual dis-
criminator, we can assume that its reverse transformation can
disentangle and remove most of the timbre information, and its
forward transformation can align the timbre information with
GT as well as possible. The timbre transformer and timbre
residual discriminator will be optimized in different ways ac-
cording to Ld:

Ld = E
m,T −1(zgt,sref )

(Dt(m)−1)2+(Dt(T −1(zgt, sref )))
2

(3)

θ ← θ − ϵ(−λd
∂Ld

∂θ
); ν ← ν − ϵ(

∂Ld

∂ν
) (4)

where θ is the parameter of the timbre transformer, ν is the pa-
rameter of the timbre residual discriminator, ϵ is the learning
rate, λd is a weight hyperparameter and T is timbre transformer.

3. Experiments
3.1. Experimental Setup

Training Details. We trained GZS-TV on the clean set of Lib-
riTTS and downsampled all audio samples to 22050 Hz. All
modules were trained together in a single training stage. Dur-
ing training, we set both λse and λd to 8, and limited λol to a
range of 20% to 40% to avoid the discriminator overwhelming
the timbre transformer. We used a batch size of 64, employed
the AdamW optimizer [37], with β1 = 0.8, β2 = 0.99, and
set the weight decay to 0.01. Additionally, we initialized the
learning rate to 2×10−4, with a decay factor of γ = 0.999875.
Evaluation metrics. We employ the mean opinion score
(MOS) [14] to evaluate the naturalness of synthetic speech. To
evaluate the speaker similarity of synthetic speech, we use both
the speaker embedding cosine similarity (SMCS) [22] and sim-
ilarity mean opinion score (SMOS). Both MOS and SMOS are
rated on a 1-to-5 scale (1 means worst and 5 means best) by
30 native English speakers through the crowdsourcing form, re-
ported with 95% confidence intervals. Following previous re-
search [22, 38], the SMCS is computed by Resemblyzer1, an
off-the-shelf tool for computing speaker embedding. A larger
SMCS indicates better speaker similarity. We also provide the
word error rate (WER) as the intelligibility metric and a smaller
WER indicates more explicitly synthesized speech. We adopt a
public pre-trained ASR model2 for speech transcription.
Baselines approaches. We compare GZS-TV with several
baselines. 1) Ground-Truth: GT speech. 2) Reconstruction:
speech reconstructed from zgt through speech decoder. 3)
StyleSpeech [23]: a speaker adaptive TTS approach based on
style-adaptive layer normalization [23]. 4) Meta-StyleSpeech
[23]: another version of StyleSpeech based on meta-learning.
Both baselines 3 and 4 are trained on LibriTTS. 5) YourTTS
[22]: current state-of-the-art zero-shot speaker adaptive TTS
model in English, which is based on VITS like ours. By com-
paring our model with YourTTS, we can demonstrate that our
advancement does not solely result from using a more sophis-
ticated speech synthesis backbone. We use their public check-

1 https://github.com/resemble-ai/Resemblyzer
2 https://huggingface.co/facebook/wav2vec2-large-960h-lv60-self
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Table 1: Zero-Shot TTS evaluation results.

Datasetspeaker VCTKunseen LibriTTSunseen LibriTTSseen

Metric SMCS SMOS MOS WER(%) SMCS SMOS MOS WER(%) SMCS SMOS MOS WER(%)

Ground-Truth - - 4.38 ± 0.07 5.1 - - 4.32 ± 0.09 2.3 - - 4.31 ± 0.09 2.4
Reconstruction 0.934 4.57 ± 0.07 4.24 ± 0.08 7.4 0.954 4.59 ± 0.08 4.20 ± 0.09 3.0 0.972 4.64 ± 0.08 4.22 ± 0.09 2.8

StyleSpeech [23] 0.730 3.19 ± 0.08 3.19 ± 0.09 13.2 0.762 3.40 ± 0.08 3.25 ± 0.09 6.1 0.780 3.58 ± 0.08 3.43 ± 0.09 3.4
Meta-StyleSpeech [23] 0.738 3.21 ± 0.08 3.18 ± 0.09 13.4 0.762 3.41 ± 0.08 3.21 ± 0.09 6.3 0.781 3.59 ± 0.08 3.42 ± 0.09 3.5

YourTTS1[22] 0.783 3.56 ± 0.07 3.64 ± 0.08 11.9 0.788 3.62 ± 0.06 3.65 ± 0.08 6.0 0.806 3.80 ± 0.07 3.78 ± 0.06 5.8
GZS-TV 0.796 3.70 ± 0.05 3.75 ± 0.07 11.2 0.814 3.87 ± 0.06 3.77 ± 0.07 5.9 0.825 3.98 ± 0.08 3.86 ± 0.06 5.8

1. Since YourTTS is trained on volume-normalized GT speech, its results are computed on this type of speech too, in the same way as in its original experiment.

Figure 2: Effect of reference speech length on SMCS.

point, which is pre-trained on VCTK and fine-tuned on Lib-
riTTS. Since baselines 3, 4 and 5 can only synthesize 16 kHz
speech, we downsample the synthesized speech of GZS-TV to
16 kHz when evaluating.
Evaluation datasets. We utilized 37 out of 39 speakers in
the LibriTTS test set (two speakers had insufficient samples)
and 108 out of 109 speakers in the VCTK dataset (one speaker
lost transcriptions) for the unseen speakers’ TTS and VC eval-
uations. Moreover, we selected 37 random speakers from the
LibriTTS training set to evaluate seen speakers. To ensure the
diversity of the data, we randomly chose 5 test sentences for
each LibriTTS speaker and 2 test sentences for each VCTK
speaker. Additionally, we conducted YourTTS’s TTS experi-
ment on LibriTTS for reference. Notably, the reference speech
in this experiment is considerably longer than in other zero-shot
speech synthesis experiments [39, 38], leading to significantly
better outcomes. Furthermore, we examined the impact of ref-
erence speech length using SMCS on LibriTTS’s unseen speak-
ers. The results are presented in Figure 2.

3.2. Experimental Results

Table 2: Zero-Shot VC evaluation results.

Dataset VCTKunseen→unseen LibriTTSunseen→unseen

Metric SMOS MOS SMOS MOS

YourTTS 3.61 ± 0.07 3.67 ± 0.07 3.68 ± 0.06 3.68 ± 0.07
GZS-TV 3.74 ± 0.09 3.77 ± 0.05 3.91 ± 0.04 3.79 ± 0.06

Table 3: YourTTS’s experimental results on LibriTTS.

Metric SMCS SMOS MOS

YourTTS 0.856 4.17 ± 0.08 3.79 ± 0.10
GZS-TV 0.885 4.31 ± 0.07 3.90 ± 0.09

The evaluation results in Tables 1 and 2 demonstrate
that GZS-TV outperforms StyleSpeech, Meta-StyleSpeech, and
YourTTS in almost all metrics. Firstly, GZS-TV exhibits good
generalizability by effectively reducing the performance gaps
between seen and unseen speakers. These results suggest that
GZS-TV can handle out-of-dataset speakers better than other
methods. It is noteworthy that YourTTS performs well on
VCTK due to its pre-training on this dataset. However, de-

spite using the same speech synthesis backbone as YourTTS,
GZS-TV outperforms YourTTS regarding speaker similarity on
both seen and unseen speakers, thanks to its disentanglement
learning of speaker encoder and timbre transformer. Addition-
ally, cross-dataset speaker adaptation remains challenging, as
evidenced by the significant disparities in results on the unseen
speakers of LibriTTS and VCTK datasets for all approaches.

Table 4: TTS ablation studies on LibriTTSunseen.

Setting SMCS CSMOS CMOS

GZS-TV 0.814 0 0

#1 w/o Ld 0.799 −0.13 −0.01
#2 w/o Lse 0.801 −0.12 −0.11
#3 extract s from spec 0.807 −0.07 −0.05

(a) w/o #2 and #3. (b) with #2 and #3.

Figure 3: Visualization of speaker encoder embeddings after
PCA dimensionality reduction.

To verify the effectiveness of each module, we conducted
ablation studies. As shown in Table 4, removing Ld (#1) led to
a drop in speaker similarity, while removing Lse (#2) and using
direct extraction (#3) resulted in reduced speaker similarity and
naturalness. We also conducted an ablation study on the VCTK
dataset to investigate the effect of (#2) and (#3) on the speaker
encoder. The visualization results in Figure 3 demonstrate that
both (#2) and (#3) enhance the generalizability of the speaker
encoder, reducing confusion and outliers when extracting em-
beddings for previously unseen speakers.

4. Conclusions
We proposed GZS-TV, a generalizable zero-shot speaker adap-
tive TTS and VC model. GZS-TV incorporates feature disen-
tanglement in both the speaker encoder and timbre transformer
to enhance their generalizability. Additionally, it leverages
the representation learning capability of VAE to improve the
speaker encoder. Our experiments demonstrate that GZS-TV
can synthesize high-quality speech in zero-shot scenarios and
significantly reduce the quality gap between seen and unseen
speakers. For future research, we plan to explore more effec-
tive timbre transformation techniques and investigate strategies
to mitigate mispronunciations of TTS in zero-shot scenarios.
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